Terrea
Patio awnings
Make space for something great.
Der SonnenLicht Manager
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200

Frame colours

300
Patio awnings Terrea

Fabric variants

Design your
outdoor space
Perfect protection from the sun is a must if
you want to make your patio or balcony as
cosy as your indoor space. With a Terrea
awning, you gain a unique outdoor space for
the whole family to work, relax or play.
The high-grade Terrea awnings give you the
greatest design freedom with their attractive
designs and frame colours. The clever
accessories provide operating comfort and a
boost to your quality of life.
Look forward to the highest level of quality
and functional safety. We place a lot of value
on longevity so you can enjoy your outdoor
living experience for a long time.

Convenient
controls

Cassette awnings

Relax outside with
perfect weather
protection

With your WAREMA cassette awning you can
enjoy every sunny day exactly as you want.
And not only in terms of pleasant temperatures.
After all, your awning with compact cassette
dimensions is also a real eye-catcher.
No wonder with this design, the wide range
of fabrics, frame colours and accessories for
maximum comfort.
The closed cassette awning offers maximum
protection against wind and weather. When
retracted, the fabric, the articulated arm, the
drive and all other parts of the construction rest
inside the cassette and are perfectly shielded
from the effects of bad weather.

Cubic cassette

Cubic or oval – the right solution
for every construction style
Do you like simple design and straight lines?
Then you will love the cubic cassette shape.
With its compact, rectangular construction, it fits
seamlessly into modern architectural designs
with flat or mono-pitched roofs.

Oval cassette

Oval cassettes can be stylishly integrated
into any facade and protects the fabric and
articulated arms from the elements. This
cassette awning ensures a harmonious,
comfortable atmosphere. The compact look
promises unobtrusive integration into the
building facade and thus shades large areas
whilst remaining stylish.

Inspirations

Cubic cassette awnings

Cubic cassette
awning
Terrea K50

Cubic cassette
awning
Terrea K70

Inspirations

Oval cassette awnings

Oval cassette
awnings
Terrea 550/580

Oval cassette
awning
Terrea K60

Patio awnings Terrea

High-grade features

Cassette awnings
A cassette awning from WAREMA is
an ideal sun shading system when
shading is required for compact
dimensions. The fabric disappears
completely into the cassette and is
therefore protected from wind and
weather in every position when
retracted. It also impresses with its
attractive exterior and clever details.
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Terrea K70

Width

Projection

Without valance roller blind

7.0 m

3.5 m

Without valance roller blind

5.5 m

4.0 m

With valance roller blind

6.0 m

3.5 m

Terrea K60

Width

Projection

Without valance roller blind

7.0 m

4.0 m

With valance roller blind

7.0 m

3.5 m

Terrea K50

Width

Projection

Without valance roller blind

5.0 m

3.0 m

With valance roller blind

5.0 m

2.5 m

Terrea 580

Width

Projection

Without valance roller blind

5.5 m

3.0 m

With valance roller blind

5.5 m

2.5 m

Terrea 550

Width

Projection

Without valance roller blind

4.5 m

2.5 m
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WMS Radio remote
control
Convenient operation via
hand-held transmitter,
wall-mounted transmitter,
smartphone or tablet
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Valance roller blind
Perfect protection, even
with low-lying sun on the
west side, for example
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Colour selection
Large selection of
colours and designs for
the frame and fabric

4

LED strips
Integrated LED strips in
cassette and/or front rail
can be remote-controlled
and dimmed

Articulated arm
awnings
Articulated arm awnings are the
versatile all-rounders among the
WAREMA shade providers. Thanks
to the large selection of materials
and fabrics and frame colours, it will
harmoniously blend in with the style of
your patio. The optional valance roller
blinds ensure perfect protection – even
when the sun is low in the sky.
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Drive
Operated by crank or
motor, optionally also by
radio
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Turning gear
This allows the awning to
be adjusted to the angle
of the sun with a simple
turn of the crank
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Radiant heater
Infrared quartz
technology or Design
radiant heater with tinted
glass ceramic
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Terrea G60

Width

Projection

Without valance
roller blind

7.0 m

4.0 m

With valance roller
blind

7.0 m

3.5 m

Terrea H60

Width

Projection

Without valance
roller blind

7.0 m

4.0 m

With valance roller
blind

7.0 m

3.5 m

Patio side screen
Protection against wind,
low-lying sun and prying
eyes

Articulated arm awnings

Shade provider with style –
for the optimum utilisation of your space

Open awning

Half-closed
awning
Articulated arm awnings Terrea are the
versatile all-rounders among the WAREMA
shade providers. This is because Terrea
awnings from WAREMA turn even narrow
balconies and any architecturally demanding patio into shady feel-good spots due to
their low space requirement.
Another advantage: the articulated arm
awning Terrea is characterised by an
extremely large projection so that even
expansive balcony or patio outlines can be
fully covered. For you, this means perfect
sun shading in the smallest of spaces!

Inspirations

Open
articulated arm
awning
Terrea G60

Half-closed
articulated arm
awning
Terrea H60

Patio awnings Terrea

The features make
the difference

Integrated, dimmable LED lighting

The optional valance roller blind

The integrated LED lighting in the front rail and/or cassette can
be individually regulated thanks to the WMS dimmer.
From bright light to atmospheric ambience lighting, all lighting
variations for cosy summer evenings are possible.

The valance roller blind provides protection against low-lying
sun and prying eyes from outside. Depending on the awning
type, the valance roller blind can be operated by crank or
conveniently with a WMS Hand-held transmitter.
Valance roller blind with WMS Comfort control
Valance roller blind with crank
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WMS Radio remote control

UltraSeamTM

The entire Terrea awning programme is available with integrated
WMS control and WMS Wind sensor which protects the awning
from bad weather. The awning can be conveniently operated
from anywhere via a hand-held transmitter, wall-mounted
transmitter or, thanks to the WMS WebControl pro, easily via
smartphone. With the optional WMS Wind sensor, the awning
can be automatically retracted and is therefore protected against
bad weather.

UltraSeam™ technology minimises winding folds and printed
patterns of acrylic fabric qualities. The special bonding process
makes for significantly improved raising behaviour, and, thanks
to a uniform fabric height, this is also the case in the seam and
hem area. UltraSeamTM is almost invisible, especially when the
sun is shining, and creates a uniform awning appearance.
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Digital assistant

Extra comfort...
Feel-good atmosphere with the radiant heater
element
For when you want to use your patio in the evening when the
temperature drops: the Design radiant heater (2,200 Watts) with
tinted glass ceramic allows you to enjoy longer evenings under
your awning.
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WAREMA fabric collection
The awning fabric from WAREMA fulfils the highest quality
requirements and offers you over 300 designs at the same time,
from unicoloured designs to classic block stripes, meaning
there are no limits to your choice. For individual requirements,
different qualities such as Perfora acrylic fabric or All Weather
acrylic fabric are available to choose from.
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...during planning & design
Visualise your dream awning with the
WAREMA configurator or in "real life"
on your own patio with our augmented
reality app, the WAREMA Designer –
available free for Android and iOS!
Both tools at:
www.warema.com/designer

Smart Home for the entire home
Operate your entire home (sun shading, light, heating and
more, from different manufacturers) via just one app. This
means you always have an overview of all devices and can
comfortably operate these from everywhere, even by voice
control – WMS and homee make it possible.

Experience exclusive Colour Worlds
You can order the aluminium parts of your Terrea awning
in more than 200 trendy colours, depending on the model.
WAREMA Colour World
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Selected standard colours, Colour World optional
(traffic white RAL 9016, white aluminium
RAL 9006, anthracite iron mica effect W 4916)
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With the modular Smart Home central control unit homee,
you can connect your entire home completely according to
your own personal requirements. Even existing WMS
products can be easily integrated into a homee
network.
www.warema.com/homee

Patio side screen

The all-round protection solution for privacy
on balconies and patios

Enjoy the whole summer in peace
The weather doesn't just always come from
above. When it's windy or the sun is low,
a patio side screen offers optimal triple
protection against wind, sun and prying eyes.

Attractive, protected and
sophisticated
With either a sloped or straight fabric, the
patio side screens adapt ideally to the
inclination of the patio roof or conservatory,
for example.
When retracted in the cassette box, the fabric
is optimally protected against dust and soiling.
It is extremely easy to extend the patio side
screen.

Three steps to your
patio awning Terrea

1

2

3

Product configuration and
appointment scheduling

Showroom and
consultations

Ordering and
installation

WAREMA International GmbH
Dillberg 14 • 97828 Marktheidenfeld • Germany
www.warema.com

Find us here:
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Printing errors, changes and deviations from the technical
specifications and product presentation are possible due
to the individual structural conditions and apply to all the
products included in this brochure.

For more information please contact your WAREMA specialist dealer.

